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Abstract
Assuming greenhouse gas emissions continue to drive global temperatures upward, a more hostile
natural environment can be predicted, including rising averaged sea states and sea levels, and
increased frequency of storms and extreme waves events. In maritime transport one will therefore have
to consider not only the natural harshness of the environment, but also the effects of the climate
changes, as well as the volatile status of the global energy and fuel market prices. To have an impact on
the final designs, these elements have to be considered in the early stage of the ship design cycle, and
optimal designs should be permeated with uncertainty (hence becoming robust!), because uncertainties
permeate the real environment at any level. This motivated the development of stochastic simulationbased design optimization (SSBDO) methods, which have replaced the traditional build-and-test
paradigm (costly and time consuming), providing opportunities for robust design decision, large design
space exploration, and unconventional concepts. The confidence of the final solution relies on the use of
accurate high-fidelity solvers, which have been constantly developed exploiting the increasing availability
of high-performance computing systems. The SSBDO integrates three main elements: (a) geometry
modification and automatic meshing, (b) analysis tools including high-fidelity solvers and uncertainty
quantification methods, and (c) optimization algorithms. Its implementation represents an algorithmic
and technological challenge, facing almost unaffordable computational costs. The seminar will present
recent progress in efficient shape optimization for ship design, which includes design space
dimensionality reduction techniques based on the Karhunen-Loève Expansion [1], uncertainty
quantification methods for the ship performance in waves [2], hybrid global/local derivative-free
optimization algorithms [3], and metamodels based on adaptive sampling procedures [4]. The
applications will cover numerical studies, as well as their final experimental assessment [5].
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